The technology of the professionals

Capping an Self-Adhesive Labeller

Cérès
**DESCRIPTION**

- Permits the attachment of one to two labels of the same reel width on cylindrical or conical bottles (from 55 to 115 mm).
- Possibility of adaptation of 1 to 2 supplementary labeling machines (back labels, medallions, strip labels).
- Capping movement with centralised adjustment of setting height and cap distribution.
- Centring of bottle with adjustable star and guide.
- Independent attachment head with height and mechanical tilt adjustments.
- Label stop with light detection cell.
- Bottle blocking with pneumatic blocking head during labelling.
- Adjustment of labelling attunement with tactile screen permitting the memorisation of adjustments relating to each bottle and label type.
- Automatic bottle counter – reverse counter.
- Machine with belt traction and outfeed table, construction in 100% stainless steel mounted on 4 wheels.
- Maximum body label height at 170 mm.

**TECHNICAL DATA FOR ADHESIVE LABEL MANUFACTURE**

- Labels, back labels & medaillion.
- Exterior roll diameter : 250 mm.
- Mandrel diameter : 76 mm.
- Interior winding.
- Forward left unwinding.

**TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS**

- Electric supply :
  - 380 Volts Three-phase + Neutral + Earth
- Electric current : 1,5 Kw
- Pneumatic supply :
  - 4 M3 / H at 7 bars
  - (17 M3 / H with cap distributor)
- Weight : about 195 kg (according to equipment)

**MAXIMUM RATE**

- 1000 bottles / hour

**OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT**

- Back label station.
- Third label station.
- Capping with TSB rollers.
- Thermo-retractable capping.
- Cap distributor.
- Orientation of bottles with insignia.
- Optical orientation.
- Batch No. marking
- Label printing.
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